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Automated protein-family classification based on hidden Markov models
Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Christoffer Frisk
En superfamilj av proteiner är en stor samling av proteiner som, i mer eller mindre hög grad, delar
strukturella likheter. Genom att dela upp proteiner i familjer kan man förhoppningsvis generalisera
funktionen över alla proteiner i gruppen trots att bara ett fåtal av dem har analyserats experimentellt.
Short-chain Dehydrogenase/Reductase (SDR) familjen är ett exempel på en superfamilj. Familjen
besitter en stor funktionell och strukturell variation och är en av de största vi idag känner till. Variationen
är bl.a. en konsekvens av att proteinerna utför uppgifter som är viktiga för olika organismers överlevnad.
De återfinns således också inom alla levande riken. Flera finns även i människokroppen. Inom alla
superfamiljer finns det underfamiljer som är närmare släkt med varandra än till de resterande
medlemmarna. Dessa underfamiljer är inte alltid självklara och är ofta svåra att urskilja. SDR-familjen är
ett typiskt svårt fall på grund av dess stora funktionella diversitet. Det har tidigare gjorts försök att
underklassificera familjen men hittills har dessa försök krävt manuellt arbete i form av analys och
slutgiltig familjuppdelning. Tidigare arbete på Medium-chain Dehydrogenase/Reductase (MDR)
superfamiljen har resulterat i en fullständig automatiserad subklassificering av hela familjen. Med
metoderna som använts på MDR-familjen har projektet baserats på att utföra en automatisk
subklassificering av SDR-familjen. Att ha en automatisk subklassificering som går att lita på är viktigt då
tekniken för att hitta nya proteiner går snabbt framåt och antalet proteiner ökar explosionsartat. SDRfamiljen är inget undantag då dess medlemmar har fördubblats de senaste åren. Att ha en automatiserad
metod för att subklassificera SDR-familjen öppnar potentiellt också upp dörren för subklassificering av
andra familjer. Eftersom SDR-familjen ses som en komplicerad familj för detta så är det rimligt att tro att
metoden även skulle fungera på andra familjer.
Ett dataset på ca 80 000 SDR-proteiner användes som startset. Datasetet delades in i kluster med en
specifik procentuell sekvenslikhet och algoritmen som användes på MDR-familjen användes sedan på de
nya klustrena. I analysen av de nya genererade familjerna gick det att bestämma att en sekvenslikhet på
50% krävdes för att algoritmen skulle lämna rimliga resultat. De genererade familjerna visade sig ha en
hög likhet till tidigare klassificeringsförsök men det fanns dock ett stort antal gamla familjer vars
medlemmar var representerade av flera nya familjer. Dessa överlapp analyserades genom att jämföra
proteinerna inom varje familj med varandra.
Metoderna som har använts för att klassificera SDR-familjen i det här projektet har varit helt automatiska
och resultaten visar på lovande indelningar. Det finns potential hos algoritmen som användts för att skapa
fungerande modeller över nya underfamiljer till SDR-familjen men fortsatta analyser måste göras. Ett
möjligt steg är att gå upp till en högre sekvenslikhet för att se om ännu mer distinkta familjer bildas eller
om för många familjer då faller bort.
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Abstract
The aim of the project presented in this paper was to investigate the possibility to automatically
sub-classify the superfamily of Short-chain Dehydrogenase/Reductases (SDR). This was done
based on an algorithm previously designed to sub-classify the superfamily of Medium-chain
Dehydrogenase/Reductases (MDR). The algorithm is iteratively building a hidden Markov
model for each newly generated sub-family and in theory these models can then be used to
determine to which family a novel sequence belongs. While the SDR-family is interesting and
important to sub-classify there was also a focus on making the process as automatically as
possible so that future families also can be classified using the same methods.
In 2010 a study was conducted on the SDR family in which a similar approach, by using hidden
Markov models to sub-classify the family, was used. The results were good but the method was
not fully automatic and manual family classifications were necessary.
To start the project a starting set containing already classified SDR-proteins was initially
clustered by a specific sequence identity. The sequence identity is determined by analyzing the
performance of the algorithm. At a sequence identity of 50% reasonably large families were
created and the newly generated families were investigated. The new families were to a high
degree similar to the ones created in the 2010 study which indicates a good classification. About
40% of the old families are however represented in multiple new families. These results show
that the algorithm might not produce sufficient results at a start sequence identity of 50%. The
results are promising but to improve the model in the future a few things have to be considered.
The first thing to do is go above a sequence identity of 50%. The work conducted here can be
seen as a promising initial part of a more comprehensive full investigation to see whether the
refinehmm algorithm can create reliable SDR-subfamilies.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
The Short-chain Dehydrogenase/Reductase (SDR) family is a superfamily that today consists of
about 180 000 enzymes. While most of the proteins in the family are NAD- or NADP-dependent
oxidoreductases [1] the family possesses a wide variety of functionality and is represented in all
kingdoms of life. The pair-wise sequence identity is low within the family due to its functional
diversity. The relatively consistent and conserved part in the 200--300 acid residues long SDRprotein is an alpha/beta folding pattern that has a central beta sheet surrounded by 2 - 3 alphahelices on each side ,Kavangh. et al. [2]. About 70 SDR-enzymes can be found in the human
body, their function differs but can all be found in the metabolism of large compounds such as
retinoids, steroid hormones, lipids and xenobiotics, Persson. et. al. [3].
Today there exist profile hidden Markov models (HMMs) available for classifying new proteins
in the SDR family, there are however not yet any reliable automatic way to determine in which
subfamily a certain protein belongs. To be able to classify a novel protein to the correct subfamily can potentially give a shortcut into determining its function and characteristics. This
shortcut saves a lot of time and work and as the pool of sequenced SDR-proteins grows larger
each day this is something that is and will be requested until it is solved. In 2009 there were
about 47 000 SDR-members, today the number is approximately 180 000.
In 2010 Kallberget. et. al.[4] conducted a study on the SDR family in were they applied hidden
Markov models to create subfamilies of the SDR superfamily and by this create an automatic
classification of novel sequences. While the results were successful, some manual labor in the
post family-division was required. The premise for this project is based on the same idea but
with the work of Hedlund. et al. [5] making the process automatic.

1.2 Hidden Markov models
To understand the algorithm on which this project is based upon it is favorable to understand the
fundamental principles of how a hidden Markov model (HMM) works. In the field of
computational biology the need for an HMM to solve a problem often arises. The two, probably,
most classical examples of this are the sequence analysis and sequence alignment problem. In
sequence analysis, hidden Markov models are used to make sure when a certain order of the
nucleotide sequence represents an exon, intron or an intragenic sequence. In the sequence
alignments problem the issue is to find homologous residual patterns between the query
sequence and the targeted sequences. Both problems can likely be solved by a specific program
tailored for the particular problem. This is however where hidden Markov models are powerful.
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The HMM is in its design adaptive to a problem to a degree that it can be applied to similar
problems that have to overcome the same issues.
Hidden Markov models are based upon the Markov chain which is a system of random variables.
The variables have the property that given the present the future is independent to the past [11],
represented in the picture below as X. The chain in the hidden Markov model can only partially
be observed in the state that it is in and therefore you rely on reading the emitted data to
determine which state it is in.

Figure 1. Hidden Markov model illustration. Each state is represented by X1, X2 and X3 where each
state has a probability to change represented by “a”. The b: s represents the probabilities for each state to
emit the symbol “y”.

In this project, hidden Markov models are used to determine when one type of protein forms a
family with another protein. Each family gets a set of transitions probabilities for patterns within
its consensus sequences. The finished model is then hopefully capable to classify a novel protein
sequence correctly.

1.3 The refinehmm algorithm
The project has been based on previous work on the Medium-chain Dehydrogenase/Reductase
(MDR) family done by Hedlund. et al. [5] where an algorithm that can create reliable HMMs for
the MDR family and theoretically also for other families was created. The algorithm was named
refinehmm and as the name indicates it‟s based on refining HMMs. Every aligned cluster is used
as a seed for the algorithm.The initial HMM, created with HMMER package ver. 2.3 [9], is
being iteratively refined by searching through the complete data set of the targeted database
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(UniProtKB database). The domains scoring higher than the previous worst seed is taken to the
next iteration. Refinehmm is based on the older HMMER package ver. 2.3 [9] which is using
glocal alignment mode. The glocal mode is essential for this algorithm to work since it needs to
make a global match for the model and a local match against the sequence. Without this mode
the algorithm would at each iteration generate shorter sequences, up „till the point the sequences
are short enough to match everywhere. Since the latest HMMER package 3.1 (2014) [9] does not
support glocal mode it is not compatible with the algorithm. HMMER is used by the algorithm
to both build the HMMs and align the seeds.
2. Method
2.1 Gathering initial set
The SDR family is represented in pfam [6] by three profiles; adh_short (PF00106), Epimerase
(PF01370) and 3Beta_HSD (PF01073). The data set from adh_short (PF00106) was downloaded
from the pfam database [6]. Epimerase (PF01370) and 3Beta_HSD (PF01073) was left outside of
this analysis to save time. PF00106 containing 80936 already known SDR proteins were used
instead of the complete database UniProtKB of 40 million sequences. By this a lot of time was
saved. The members of PF00106 average in domain length of 163 amino acids and the average
identity of the full alignment is 25%. Roughly 75% of the known members are bacterial and the
remaining 25% are eukaryote.

2.2 Approaching the data set
The PF00106-set was used as the data set from which clusters were created with the CD-Hit
cluster algorithm [7]. The refinehmm algorithm requires the headers in fasta sequence containing
a start and stop but since the PF00106 data set did not contain these indications a basic python
script, replace_headers.py, was created to add this information in the headers. The headers were
fetched from the uniprot database by the script get_headers.py into a new file called
uniprot_headers.

2.3 Determining residue identities in pair-wise comparison
Before the HMM building phase could start the cluster identities had to be determined. The goal
was to create clusters that have a low residue identity in the pairwise comparison but still supply
good training data for the refinehmm algorithm. Good training data supplies refinehmm with
enough data to create reliable hidden Markov models without the algorithm getting stuck on a
particular cluster.
Every cluster got aligned with MAFFT(ver. 7) [8] using the L-INS-I mode. The mode iteratively
refines the alignments by using local alignment. For the clusters where the gaps were too large
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the old gap-penalty scoring (legacygappenalty) in MAFFT was used, however with no improved
results. The analysis started at 30 percent going up to 40, 45 and lastly 50. With a higher
sequence identity the refinehmm algorithm is more likely to be able to create working HMMs.
By going with a too high sequence identity deviating families falls in the risk of being
overlooked.
Two basic python scripts were created, one to analyze the population of the generated clusters,
seed_analyze.py, and one to analyze the generated families, refined.seed_analyze.py. Both
scripts, after evaluation, plot a graph over each cluster and family sizes.
2.4 Analyzing the generated families
A python script called family_analyze.py was created to analyze the families created by the
refinehmm algorithm. The new families are compared to those created by Kallberget. al. [4] (yset) and since the headers in the family files lack full description the script also fetches the
complete header from the previously created uniprot_headers. If the newly generated family only
got a 10% or less match of its members to the families in the y-set the family is saved to be
further analyzed since this indicates a deviation from those families.

‟
Figure 2. Correlation between new and old family. The family_analyze.py script takes the new family
and investigates how many of the sequences share the same family in the y-set. If only 10% or less of its
members is represented in the same family this family is recorded and further analyzed.

The low scoring families have their members ranked in population by their corresponding
sequence description. For each family the corresponding family is also fetched in the y-set where
it is also ranked in population by its sequence identity. Cases where multiple families in the y-set
make up one new family are recorded together with the cases where the old families are
represented multiple times in the new families. The resulting families are analyzed with the same
approach as before - by their members ranked in population by their corresponding sequence
description.
3. Results
With PF00106 as the data set the CD-Hit cluster algorithm [7] was used to generate four
different sets of clusters at the sequence identities of 30, 40, 45 and 50%. For each set the
refinehmm algorithm was deployed generating families onthe clusters.
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3.1 Creating models and generating families
3.1.1 Sequence identity 30%
The analysis started at a sequence identity of 30%. The refinehmm algorithm had a hard time
generating a good model for the clusters that generated a bad MAFFT alignment. The bad
alignments are, not surprisingly, predominantly found in the large clusters and since the clusters
within this sequence identity consists of have many large clusters this was expected. Since the
refinehmm algorithm uses the MAFFT alignments as seeds the alignment has to be considerably
good for the algorithm to be successful. The bad seeds cause the algorithm to accept every new
sequence that it takes in as a candidate to the family and therefore explodes. With some families
growing out of control a manual interruption was required for that particular cluster to be
stopped. Because of the fact that the refinehmm algorithm got stuck on clusters only the fifth
cluster from a total of 190 were analyzed to save time.

Figure 3. Sequence Distribution at SID 30%. 190 clusters were generated at a sequence identity of
30%. The largest cluster contains about 3400 members.
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Figure 4. SDR-family sizes at SID 30%. The families generated at SID 30% showing to grow out of
control. Note that some families were manually interrupted and would have gotten even larger than the
graph shows.

The descending cluster population size within each run (fig.3) is a result from which the CD-Hit
cluster algorithm [7] operates and is therefore expected. At a sequence identity of 30% a few
cluster contains 2000 sequences or more. It is evident that the lower sequence identity generates
larger clusters; this is intuitive since it makes each cluster less specific and will therefore obtain
more members.
3.1.2 Sequence identity 40%
Due to the lacking performance of the refinehmm algorithm at 30% sequence identity the next
set becomes that of 40% even though it‟s a 10 percentages increase.

Figure 5. Sequence Distribution at SID 40%. 535 clusters were generated at a sequence identity of
40%. The largest cluster is about 3400 sequences long. The graph shows smaller clusters than at 30%
sequence identity.
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Figure 6. SDR-family sizes at SID 40%. The figure displays every fifth family generated at a sequence
identity of 40%. The figure presents eight exploding families with a member size over 100 000.

A clear change can be seen at the population size of each cluster compared to the 30% set. The
10 percentage change resulted in 353 new smaller clusters. Once again every fifth family of the
total number of 535 was analyzed to save time. Still many of the families explode (fig.6), with
the refinehmm algorithm getting stuck on eight families.

3.1.3 Sequence identity 45%
With SID 40% showing better results than the previous 30% the next SID to look at is that of
45%. As seen in SID 40% the algorithm seems to work better with an increasing sequence
identity. It works better in the sense that it doesn't get stuck on individual clusters as often. The
results are however still not sufficient. The algorithm still creates unrealistically large families
and has to be manually terminated. In fig. 8, where the tenth family between 1 and 611 were
analyzed, it is clear that at least family 61 and 251 grew too large.
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Figure 7. Sequence Distribution at SID 45%. 625 clusters were generated at a sequence identity of
45%. The largest cluster is about 2000 sequences long.

Figure 8. SDR-family sizes at SID 45%. The figure displays every tenth family generated at a sequence
identity of 40%. The three families 61, 211 and 251 exploded and grew to sizes over 70 000.
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Figure 9. SDR-family sizes at SID 45%. A closer look at the data set at a sequence identity of 45%, for
comparison. Three large families can be seen exceeding the y-limit of 10 000 can be seen in fig.8.

3.1.4 Sequence identity 50%
With the results from using the set with a sequence identity of 45% not yet being acceptable the
next sequence identity to test becomes that of 50%. By the same measurement as for SID 45%
the tenth family is measured by population size. At a sequence identity of 50% the algorithm
does not generate any unrealistically large families and thus can be left without supervision in
case for manual terminations. Looking at the tenth family between 1 and 718 (fig. 11) not one
family is suspiciously large. The largest family found was family 341 with nearly 7000 members.

Figure 10. Sequence Distribution at SID 45%. at SID 50%. 718 clusters was created at a sequence
identity of 50%. The largest cluster is about 1200 members.
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Figure 11. SDR-family sizes at SID 50%. Population for every tenth family between 1 and 691 at SID
50%. The largest bar represents family 341 with a member size of about 7500.

Figure 12. The complete set of families generated at SID 50%. The figure illustrates the sizes of the all
new families. 55 of the 718 families falls under 20 members leaving the actual number of families at 663.

The complete run over the set for sequence identity of 50% confirms that refinehmm completes
the simulation without any interruptions. Seemingly the refinehmm algorithm for the SDRfamily
works well with a sequence identity of 50% and the analysis can therefore stop here. There is no
need, at this time, to go over 50% since it is likely some families will get lost.
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3.3 Validity
By closer inspection of the set under sequence identity of 50%, 56 families contain fewer than 20
members. These are consider not fit to be classified as its own family since the hidden Markov
model tends to get over trained and thus only recognizing the training sequences. The total
number of families is 663.
As the sequence identity of 50% for the clusters appears to generate working families they are
cross-checked with the families created by Kallberget. al. [4]. Each new family has its members
compared with the families in the y-set. The results are that eight families make up multiple
families in the y-set (see table 1).
Table1. New families consisting of multiple old families in the y-set

Family
088
195
331
084
383
615
422
230

Number of families in y-set
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

At 50% SID eight families make up multiple old families in the y-set.

These eight cases represent a worse classification than that of Kallberget. al. [4]. The refinehmm
algorithm did not manage to sub-divide these families into smaller subfamilies. This can be the
result from using a sequence identity of 50% in this analysis compared to the 40% used by
Kallberget. al. [4]. Alternatively, the new classification might be more correct. The observation
is interesting but could not be further investigated in this project due to the time constraints.
While only eight families are represented by multiple families in the y-set the other way around
shows a much higher number. There are 119 cases where the old family from the y-set makes up
of more than one new family, with 12 of these being above 5. 119 of the 314 families created by
Kallberget. al. [4] has been divided into new subfamilies. An analysis of the 12 families having
members in more than 5 new families shows, not surprisingly, a clear similarity to these families.
While many of the cases are homogeneous, nothing can be said about the new families since they
possess vague sequence annotation. A few give indications of instances where the old family
have been split up into new families (table.2).
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Table. 2. Old family sharing multiple new families.
Family: SDR9C

Annotation

Amount of proteins

Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein (Fragment)
Putative uncharacterized protein
17 beta hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 6
D beta hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase,
mitochondrial
Putative uncharacterized protein (Fragment)
Family 297
Annotation

239
87
13
11
11

Uncharacterized protein
Estradiol 17 beta dehydrogenase 2
Uncharacterized protein (Fragment)
17 beta hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase 2
Estradiol 17 beta dehydrogenase 2 (Fragment)
Hydroxysteroid (17 beta) dehydrogenase 2
Family 175
Annotation
Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein (Fragment)
D beta hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase,
mitochondrial
Estradiol 17 beta dehydrogenase 2
Putative uncharacterized protein (Fragment)
3 hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase
Family 215
Annotation

20
16
8
3
2
2

Uncharacterized protein
Uncharacterized protein (Fragment)
D beta hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase,
mitochondrial
Estradiol 17 beta dehydrogenase 2
Corticosteroid 11 beta dehydrogenase isozyme
2
Corticosteroid 11 beta dehydrogenase isozyme
2 (Fragment)

68
44
16

10
Amount of proteins

Amount of proteins
51
31
16
16
8
4
Amount of members

16
13
9

The table illustrates an example of a family among the 119 cases where the members from the SDR9C
share members with multiple new families.
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Apart from the proteins annotated as “uncharacterized protein”, which makes up the majority,
the other members indicate an overall shared annotation and functionality. The three new
families share a clear similarity with the SDR9C-family in the form of the D-beta
hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase which is found in all families except family 297. The biggest
deviation comes in the form of the Estradiol 17 beta dehydrogenase which makes up a defining
amount of the members in the new families. The Estradiol 17 beta-dehydrogenase and D-beta
hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase are both oxidoreductases involved in the catalysis of estradiol17-beta to estrone[12][13]. It is obvious these enzymes share a connection but also differentiates
from each other. The deviations seem to have been large enough for the refinehmm algorithm to
have been detected.
To measure the quality of a new family the amount of matching members with the same family
in the y-set is divided by the amount of members populating the new family. The results (see fig.
13 and fig. 14) shows that most of the families are similar; 243 at and or over 90%, 64 between
80- and 90% and 153 less than 80% with 49 of those being under 10%.
300
250

Members

200
150
100
50
0
≥90 %

≥80%, <90%

<80%

≤10%

Figure 13. Distribution of hit percentages. The figure illustrates the distribution over the different hit
percentages in the data set generated under sequence identity of 50%.

3.3.1 Analysis of families below 10% hit percentages
The 49 families with 10% or less identity with the families in the y-set indicate a difference in
the subdivision of the families compared to the work done by Kallberget. al. [4].
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Figure 14. Correlation between new and old families. Each bar represents one new family and the
matching hits are based on how good the members correlates to an old family in the y-set, the cases where
the new families share members in multiple old families are not considered in this figure.

Further investigation reveals examples where both the new family and old families (originating
from y-set) seem to represent a true classification. Since most of the members originate from the
unsupervised TrEMBL database most of the sequence annotations are vague. This makes it hard
to distinguish between two families and thus hard to determine if the new classification was
successful. In order to make sense of the different classifications they are divided into four
different cases; (A.1) nothing can be said about which set contains the true classification due to
the vague descriptions, (A.2) both classification creates similar families, (B) the old family from
the y-set indicates to represent the correct subfamily and (C) a new family seems to have been
created.
Family 99 in the new set is an example of case A where no firm conclusion can be drawn on
whether the new family classification is better than that in the y-set due to the vague sequence
descriptions.
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Table 3. Example case A.1
Family: SDR57C

Annotation

Amount of proteins

Uncharacterized protein
Oxidoreductase
Short chain dehydrogenase/reductase SDR
Short chain dehydrogenase/reductase family
Oxidoreductase, short chain
dehydrogenase/reductase family protein
Putative oxidoreductase
Family: 099

779
665
415
326
303

Annotation

Amount of proteins

Short chain dehydrogenase/reductase SDR
Short chain dehydrogenase
Oxidoreductase
Uncharacterized protein
Putative oxidoreductase
KR domain protein

231
203
145
129
70
52

182

Both the new family 99 and SDR57C in the y-set were large. Most of the proteins within these families
are uncharacterized with only the description of “Short chain dehydrogenase/reductase SDR”.

Many of proteins in the A-cases are uncharacterized and simply based on the sequence
descriptions - not much can be said about the classification of these at this point.
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Table 4. Example case A.2
Family: SDR73C

Annotation

Amount of proteins

Light dependent protochlorophyllide reductase
Uncharacterized protein
NADPH protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase
(Precursor)
Putative uncharacterized protein
Light dependent
protochlorophyllideoxidoreductase
NADPH protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase
Family 583
Annotation

40
38
19

Light dependent protochlorophyllide reductase
Uncharacterized protein
NADPH protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase
Putative uncharacterized protein
Protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase
Light dependent
protochlorophyllideoxidoreductase

57
39
34
17
16
10

18
10
10
Amount of proteins

The families seem to, based on the description, have very similar members even though they are classified
as two different families.

A theory for the behavior seen in table 4 is that the refinehmm algorithm have found a smaller
subfamily in the light dependentprotchlorohyllidereductase family and declared that as a new
family.
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Table 5. Example case B
Family SDR58C

Annotation

Amount of proteins

NADP dependent 3 hydroxy acid
dehydrogenase YdfG
Serine 3 dehydrogenase
Short chain dehydrogenase family protein
Malonic semialdehyde reductase
Oxidoreductase, short chain
dehydrogenase/reductase family protein
NADP dependent L serine/L allo threonine
dehydrogenase ydfG
Family 040

536

Annotation

Amount of proteins

Short chain dehydrogenase family protein
Serine 3 dehydrogenase
Oxidoreductase, short chain
dehydrogenase/reductase family protein

141
31
29

Oxidoreductase, short chain
dehydrogenase/reductase family
Putative serine 3 dehydrogenase
KR domain protein

26

301
276
251
247
223

26
25

An example in where the old family in the y-set contains other proteins than the newly generated family.

In example case B the family in the y-set contains a large number of NADP dependent 3 hydroxy
acid dehydrogenase proteins and Malonicsemialdehydereductase that cannot be found in the new
family. The rather large deviation between these families arouse suspicion and thru a quick
analysis of the starting set PF00106 no NADP dependent 3 hydroxy acid dehydrogenase
proteins were to be found. This is a case that reveals the difference in the training set used in this
project compared to the one used by Kallberget. al. [4], the malonicsemialdehyde was however
found and strengthens that this is a B-case.
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Table 6. Example case C
Family SDR68C
Annotation

Members

Uncharacterized protein
Short chain dehydrogenase/reductase SDR
Short chain dehydrogenase
KR domain protein
Oxidoreductase, short chain
dehydrogenase/reductase family
Short chain type dehydrogenase/reductase
Family 395
Annotation

115
93
54
48
42

Brn1 (Fragment)
Naphthalenetriol reductase (Fragment)
Uncharacterized protein
Tetrahydroxynaphthalene reductase
1,3,8 naphthalenetriol reductase (Fragment)
Hydroxynaphthalene reductase (Fragment)

39
36
36
22
19
13

34
Members

A new family has been found by combining uncharacterized members found in SDR68C with Brn1fragments and several naphtalenetriolreductases.

A new subfamily was been made in example case C. The Brn1 (fragment), Naphtalenetriol
(fragment) and tetrahydroxynaphenetriolreductase have come together with some other
uncharacterized proteins from the old family to create a new type of family. The final results
over the 49 cases indicates that the new classifications, even when having a hit-percentage below
10%, shares the same type of proteins as the comparing family.
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Figure 15. Case distribution. The figure illustrates the results for the 49 classifications that have a
similarity to one old family below 10%. The cases are;(A.1) nothing can be said about which set contains
the true classification due to vague descriptions, (A.2) both classification creates similar families, (B) the
old family from the y-set seems to be the correct subfamily, (C) a new family seems to have been created.

Not surprisingly the A-cases make up the majority group, with especially the A.1 cases
consisting of the “Short chain type dehydrogenase/reductase” and “Uncharacterized protein”
annotations. The A.2 cases are also understandable; they are the result of the annotations being
indefinable and the families actually sharing some members. In five B-cases the members in the
old family give a more detailed grouping than that of the new family. One of the 49 cases
indicates to be a family not previously found by any other models.

4. Discussion
It has become clear that a sequence identity of 30-45% isn‟t enough for the refinehmm algorithm
to be run at. The clusters are at this percentage to different too each other for the algorithm to
find any defining patterns within each family, leading to the algorithm iteratively accepting
every new candidate as a member to that family. At a 50% sequence identity sufficient results
were obtained- the algorithm appeared to have created independent families. As each new family
were compared to the old families generated by Kallberget. al. [4] most showed a high degree of
similarity, indicating that the classifications were successful. Among the low similarity-scoring
families it was proven to, in the majority of the cases, impossible to distinguish if a new family
had been created or that it was just a worse representation of an old family (fig. 12). This was
because of the frequently vague sequence annotations originating from the TrEMBL database.
While most of the cases were indecisive one actually showed strong indications of being a
completely new classification (table. 5). Eight clear cases were members from the new families
were represented in multiple old families were found. These are families where the refinehmm
algorithm have not made a new classification and therefore performed worse than the
classification done by Kallberget. al. [4]. It is also important to remember that the annotations are
vague and that they might not be completely reliable in all the cases, we can use them however
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to try painting a bigger picture. It is only in the future, with better annotations and general
information about the sequence, we will really know how good the classification is.
While it is clear that the refinehmm algorithm does in fact create similar families as those created
before the amounts of old families matching multiple new families are high. About 40 % of the
old families have their member proteins represented in multiple new families. This reveals that
some further work is needed to fully establish if the algorithm is capable of creating reliable
subfamilies. The work conducted here have can be seen as a promising part 1 in the full
investigation whether the refinehmm algorithm can create reliable SDR-subfamilies.

5. Future work
For future work there are few points that should be taken into consideration. It would be highly
interesting to investigate refinehmm-algorithm at higher sequence identities than those that have
been looked at in this project. A sequence identity of 55% is a good place to start at and if this
identity doesn‟t produce sufficient results - 60% would be a good next step. In this study there
wasn‟t enough time to investigate the overlapping sequences between the new families. It is
likely that there is some overlap in the study conducted in this project but this is however
expected to decrease with a higher sequence identity. With no-sequence-overlapping new
families it is interesting to look at the now overlapping families in correlation to the same old
family. Were these old families also hard to classify for Kallberg et. al. [4]. In order to finally
determine whether the new classification is better than the one must also look at the distribution
in sequence identity within each family – which one have the lower sequence identity.
The cases where clusters exploded at a lower sequence identity could potentially be manipulated
as the refinehmm algorithm is running. As a cluster explodes the algorithm could remove the
worst scoring hits by some threshold and then start over on that same cluster, this could also
potentially solve the problem of manual cancelations.
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